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Thank you for your interest in booking a show for Fran Palermo. Below is a list of our technical requirements.  
It might sound a bit formal to you, this is not meant to cause any inconveniences on your behalf. If there are any 
questions or if you have trouble providing any of the below mentioned please get in touch with us before at least 1 week 
of the show and we will work out a solution.


This document contains:    - Contacts

	 	 	 - Technical rider  
	 	 	 - (stage plan, channel list)

	 	 	 - Catering list and backstage needs

	 	 	 - Biography


CONTACTS





BAND MEMBERS:

Henri Gonzo  	 Lead vocals & guitar

Peter Pivarnyik  	Drums

Mate Tolli  	 Bass Guitar

Dimitris Topuzidis	Guitar/Vocals

Gabor Arvay  	 Keyboards

Aron Bihaly  	 Trumpet

Daniel Sajo	 Trumpet

Gergely Jambrik Saxophone 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Booking & Management 
István Varga 
+36 20 502 8058

vargeszp@gmail.com

franpalermomusic@gmail.com

FOH Engineer 
Peter T Kovacs 
+36 30 491 8489

kovcs.peter.t@gmail.com

WEB 
franpalermo.com

Facebook 


Instagram

Spotify  

CREW MEMBERS:

Peter T Kovacs	 FOH Engineer

Istvan Varga	 Tour Manager 
	 	 Roadie #1  

	 Roadie #2 
Driver


 
in total: 13 pers. (8 artists, 5 crew)

PRESS 
Andrea Biczó 
+36 70 452 93 00

biczoandrea90@gmail.com 
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CH POS INSTRUMENT MIC STAND OTHER

1 USC BD IN BETA 91* N/A 48V, GATE, COMP

2 USC BD OUT own - D6 clip GATE, COMP

3 USC SD TOP own - SM57 small GATE, COMP

4 USC SD BOTT own - SM57 clip GATE, COMP

5 USC HH own - condenser clip 48V

6 USC T 1 - HiGH e904 / e604 / D2 / D4 clip GATE

7 USC T 2 - MID e904 / e604 / D2 / D4 clip GATE

8 USC T 3 - FLOOR e904 / e604 / D4 clip GATE

9 USC OH L condenser large 48V

10 USC OH R condenser large 48V

11 USR BASS own - DI N/A 48V, COMP

12 USR GT 1 own - e906 N/A COMP

13 USC GT 2 own - e906 N/A COMP

14 USC GT AC DI N/A COMP, REV

15 DSR KEYS L own - DI N/A 48V, COMP

16 DSR KEYS R own - DI N/A 48V, COMP

17 DSL SAX MD421* / BETA57 small COMP, REV

18 DSL TRUMPET 1 SM57 large COMP, REV

19 DSL TRUMPET 2 SM57 large COMP, REV

20 DSR VOC 1 - SR (Gt) SM58 large COMP, REV

21 DSC VOC 2 - LEAD own - beta57 large COMP, REV, DLY

22 DSL VOC 3 - SL (Trumpet) SM58 large COMP, REV

FOH FX RET XLR/jack RE-20 Space Echo (own)
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AUX LIST
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CHANNEL INSTRUMENT STAGE POSITION DEVICE

1 KEYS DOWNSTAGE R wedge

2 GT 1 DOWNSTAGE R-C wedge

3 GT 2 - LEAD VOC DOWNSTAGE C 2 wedges

4 SAX DOWNSTAGE L-C wedge

5 TRUMPETS DOWNSTAGE L wedge

6 DRUMS UPSTAGE C wedge (drum fill)

7 BASS UPSTAGE R IEM (wired, XLR)

8 Space Echo SEND FOH RE-20 Space Echo

9 FX SEND to MONS FOH FX mix to monitors
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SOUND REQUIREMENTS


GENERAL 
Fran Palermo requires a sound system of sufficient size for the venue.The system shall be capable of producing a clean, 
undistorted ‘A’ weighted SPL of 96-98dB average, 110dB peak, as measured at the mix position, with a frequency 
response of 30 Hz-16 kHz. 

Preferred: Meyer Sound, d&b audiotechnik, L-Acoustics, EAW


The system and its components shall be in full working order, with no buzzes, hums, beeps, crackles, clicks or other 
extraneous noises, and will be free from radio interference. 


Prior to band load in, system should be up and running; mic lines, monitors, mic stands in place; XLRs labeled with 
relevant channel numbers; compressors inserted and checked; line check should be completed, but please leave spare 
cable length in case some rearranging is necessary.


The main PA (including fills) must be placed at least 1m in front of the frontline of the stage.


Fran Palermo travels with their own FOH engineer. Please, consult with the Artist’s manager or the FOH engineer 
prior 2 weeks before the show.


FOH

The position of the sound console is of utmost importance, and control rooms, booths etc., are absolutely unacceptable 
for this purpose. The console MUST be placed at the centre of the L&R speakers – ideally about halfway between front 
and rear of the house.


CONSOLE 
We need 26 input channels on stage, 8 aux buses for monitors if doing monitors from the front of house console. 
4 effects: Drum Room Reverb, Drum Plate Reverb, Warm Hall Reverb and Mono tap Delay.


If digital: at least 32ch board with min. 12 aux buses (4 FX, 8 for monitors)

Preferred Consoles: DiGiCo SD-series // VENUE Profile, S6L, S3L // Midas PRO-2, m32 // Yamaha CL,QL


If analogue:  
32 ch board minimum with at least 

12 Comps,

4 Gates, 

2 effect processors: Reverb & Delay (Lexicon PCM 70/80, Yamaha SPX-900, TC-electronic M-ONE XL)

All aux sends must have a 31-band graphic EQ


MONITORS 
Fran Palermo needs 7 monitor wedges with minimum 12” driver & 1” horn, 600W or greater each.

7 aux channels: 6 channels of aux sends for the 7 wedges and 1 aux for the IEM. (Refer to ‘Stage Plan)

Fran Palermo currently doesn't travel with a monitor engineer.  
We gladly welcome the assistance of the local monitor-engineer guy.
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NO ROLAND, NO iPad-Mixer!
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MICS (- refer to input list)


MISC

We need 8 small boom mic stands and 8 large boom mic stands (ONLY K&M).


SOUNDCHECK 
We will need an absolute minimum of 45 minutes soundcheck, 60 to 90 minutes including setup would be perfect.


STAGE 
Preferably a 8m x 6 x 0.8m or larger stage. 
We need a drum riser, size of 2 x 2 x 0.2m or higher. A riser for the percussion would be nice, but it is not essential.


LIGHTS

Fran Palermo doesn’t travel with a light operator. We gladly welcome the assistance of the local lighting guy.

We need maximum 3 colors. Yellow, blue and red would be nice, or some tropical-style colors.

We need our drummer and percussionist to be slightly enlightened during the whole show. 

BACKSTAGE


- A separate lockable room for the band and crew

- direct access to the stage without crossing the audience

- min. 12 seats and a table (enough space for 12 people), 230V European (”Schuko”) outlets

- Wi-Fi (with internet access)

- toilette

- mirror

- refrigerator 

MERCHANDISE 

A table of approx. 1.5m length and a small light for our merchandising in the same room as the show, if possible.


ARRIVAL


Please provide detailed directions in english language, two weeks before the date of the show with the complete 
address of the venue and a telephone contact.

We need a safe parking space available for the van close to the venue.  
Please provide arrival, soundcheck and doors-open and on-stage times. 

The promoter or another person should be at the venue at arrival time. 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CATERING


DRINKS
- continuous fresh coffee service (some milk and brown sugar)

- 20 bottles of 0.5l mineral water – non-carbonated

- 15 bottles of 0.5l mineral water – carbonated

- 6 bottles of 0.3l / 0.5l Club Mate

- 2 cans of coconut water

- 2 bottles orange juice

- 6 bottles or cans of 0.33l Coca Cola

- 1 big bottle of Ice Tea

- 4 cans of energy drink (Red Bull, not sugar-free!)

- 36 bottles of 0.5l beer - lager or pilsener (Estrella, Pilsner Urquel, Dreher)

- 4 bottles of ale, porter or stout beer

- 1 bottle of premium white wine, dry

- 1 bottle of premium rosé wine, dry

- 1 bottle of premium vodka (Russian Standard, Beluga)

- 1 bottle of Martini Dry with ice and olives


FOOD 
There are no vegetarians in the band but we also gladly accept vegetarian food.

- Sandwiches or cold plate for 13 people

- Buffet style meal would be the best,

- Some fresh fruits would be nice.


OTHER 
- 8 pcs of black towels 

THANKS A LOT FOR ALL YOUR HELP! 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BIO


Fran Palermo was formed by the singer-songwriter Henri Gonzo in late 2011 in Budapest, Hungary. The band’s music 
and style are characterized by different genres, mostly by indie, rock and roll, afro pop and even by mediterranean 
vibes. The unique and original sound- scape requires a bigger band on the stage. The speciality of the band comes not 
just from mixing different instruments, but from the diverse origin of the members. They have a vivid inherited cultural 
background such as Cuban, Spanish, Greek and Hungarian. By now Fran Palermo has become one of Budapest’s main 
concert bands, owning numerous loyal fans. 


The band released their first EP called ‘Arizona’ at the end of 2011. Their next records, both EPs, are called Museum 
of Clouds (2012) and Natural Cash (2013). In 2013, Henri Gonzo moved to England for one and a half years, thus 
during this period the band only gave occa- sional concerts. After the ‘gap-year’ and a dynamic come back, the band 
released a new EP called Sun in Splendour, as the herald of the first full length album. In 2015, the first Self Ti- tled 
album brought a new, tropical jungle-rock sound to the Hungarian music scene. The real recognition and popularity 
followed the release. Ever since than the band performed at each famous Hungarian music festival and was also finalist 
in a prestigious song competition. After their performance in the talent show called Nagy-Szín-Pad, where they received 
the highest votes from the jury, Fran Palermo was chosen the “Discovery of the Year” at Petőfi Music Awards and a 
year later already nominated as the "Best Hungarian Act”. 


Only a year after their debut album, in May 2016 they released Razzle Dazzle, which is the band’s most vivid, colorful 
and diverse album yet and finished on every Hungarian album top list of the year. In 2017 the group released their latest 
EP called Bonerider which’s debut concert took place at the Big Hall of Budapest’s Akvárium club in front of a 1000+ 
audience. The album was later claimed as one of Hungary’s best releases of the year. Fran Palermo is a returning 
guest to each great festival, such as Sziget Festival, VOLT Festival, but they also performed at Telekom Electronic 
Beast Festival, Budapest Showcase Hub at the Dutch Eurosonic Norderslag Showcase 2017 in Groningen, Electric 
Castle and Awake Festival in Romania. Lately the band was as well selected to perform at one of the biggest 
showcase festivals of the region to MENT Ljubljana.  
After touring around Hungary, the band desires to play on European stages.


Fran Palermo LP -	 http://spoti.fi/1BWnBVv

Razzle Dazzle LP -	 http://bit.ly/2cWfHTO  
Bonerider EP  - 	 http://spoti.fi/2FLc9TG 


franpalermo.com 
facebook.com/franpalermomusic  
instagram.com/franpalermoband
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